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I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I 
will faithfully execute the Office of 

President of the United States, and will 
to the best of my Ability, preserve, 

protect and defend the Constitution of 
the United States.   

 
Article II. Section I.   
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The Art of the Scheme 

To determine how a scheme can go forward, such as the one Hunter Biden had with CEFC, with 

all the legal, legislative and public scrutiny now, it requires that: 

1) Utilize stock trusts to transfer funds. Holding these inside corporate offerings where a CEO 

creates a “Sponsor” (a “Trust”) to guard the identity of the stockholder.1,2,3,4 

2) The Network deployed is guarded or protected by high “reputation” persons/institutions. 

3) Immunity from prosecution. If a lawsuit or criminal complaint is filed against a stockholder, 

corporate entity, or both, the jurisdiction protects the actions of the parties.5,6 

4) No new contacts or business formations are made directly. Mine prior relationships that 

are expected through the known emails/contacts and will not raise any new suspicions. 

5) The payoffs are greater. But will require several years before coming to fruition. 

6) If someone substantially new is introduced, they are neither American nor Chinese (in this 

particular case). The necessity of a new, foreign-based contact could be explained by a new 

opportunity. Whereas, using yet another person from the U.S. or in a known conduit of shady 

practice will garner more attention immediately. (China in this case.)  

7) Mass Media Ignores. No one in the billionaire-owned media will directly cross the Bidens. 

These are the folks that have covered for them since well before 2019. The media operates as 

the outward-facing intelligence arm. On May 10, 2023, a Republican Oversight Committee 

presser was ignored by all the mainstream outlets who chose to focus on George Santos.7 

8) Intel Community. At the railhead to why the U.S. is now in a state of collapse. Their obvious 

lies, spite, and their antithetical personal decisions to the U.S. Constitutional rises well beyond 

any committee investigating them. These intel communities created a network tied to a (Dis-

Mis-Mal) Information Industrial Complex.8,9 So, punishment for this will never happen. 

9) Most Important to Criminals. White-collar criminals (all criminals of opportunity) like 

proximity to their products (grift), or the money flow, or both. Fail that, they want their key, if 

largely unknown, minor associates/ions to be located within minutes (preferably by foot) to 

accept wire transfers or instructions at a place that most people don’t regularly traffic. 

Law offices, intel, military or business operations tied to a highly selective and boutique 

clientele that don’t have heavy foot traffic inside the operation on a regular basis; and also 

have security to handle random weirdos that might recognize the person doing the bidding of 

criminal. These white-collar criminals also want plan Bs and Cs – through fail-safe conduits to 

conduct their transactions in different jurisdictions. Thus willing to take a greater risk if it gets 

too “hot” where they normally conduct operations. 

White collar criminals move their ill-gotten assets through real estate, shell companies, art, 

or anything that can hide transactions (money laundering). Seems a pattern with the Bidens.10  



Executive Summary of Alleged Crimes 

Hunter Biden through a complex scheme has allegedly acquired a 20%+ stake in 2 U.S. LNG 

projects, specifically for exporting LNG to European Union by 2026 or to China. This crime 

potentially includes transactions outside of the United States (wiring funds) to Chinese business 

partners (or their China-based replacements) from his 2017-19 dealmaking intrigues gathered 

from the “Laptop from Hell.” Mervyn Yan’s Coldharbour Capital LLC proximity to the American 

Stock Transfer & Trust (promoted by CATHAY Bank) provides one conduit for transfer.11,12,13,14 

COSCO Group (HK) is a CCP operation that may provide the other conduit or transaction portal 

being the owner of Gemini-Rosemont Realty of which Hunter Biden was once, or still is, a 

shareholder.15,16 Each would route through Georges Berges Art Gallery – for Hunter.17 

Using Macquarie Group veteran, Brendan Duval, who is based in New York City, the operation 

locally included Continental Stock & Trust assignment that were held in a blind trust ownership 

managed by Brendan Duval, the CEO of Glenfarne. Glenfarne uses JPMorgan Chase, 

Scotiabank, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking, Natixis and Davivienda International to finance Glenfarne 

and subsidiary companies during merger transactions. Glenfarne (& its subsidiaries) use 

Greenberg Traurig18, White & Case, K&L Gates (lobbying) for its legal work in SEC filings. 

On April 6, 2023, Glenfarne closed out their initial business formation, 10 business days after their 

March 23, 2023, SEC filing deadline. But, shortly thereafter, President Biden FERC (Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission) approved Texas LNG regarding advancing to their FID (Final 

Investment Decision) for late in 2023. Glenfarne still holds this asset – though former 

shareholders were dissolved out of the company. No further SEC filings made by Duval, so far. 

Lobbying done by K&L Gates dates to the fall of 2017 regarding both Magnolia and Texas LNG, 

through Stacy Ettinger et.al., a former staffer for Majority Leader Chuck Schumer. Ettinger also 

lobbies for U.S. Global Leadership Coalition (USGLC) where Hunter Biden was a director from 

2012-2018.19 Biden personally knows CEO Elizabeth Schrayer of USGLC. 

Ettinger filed lobbying documents for the 1st quarter of 2023 regarding Texas LNG just as 

Glenfarne ceased their 2-year business formation charter (through SEC filings).20 Ettinger is a 

notable lobbyist for ByteDance (TikTok) in 2023 just as Congress attempts to use that CCP 

problem for passage of the RESTRICT Act: an authoritarian upgrade of the PATRIOT Act. 

Given the Biden Administration’s actions regarding energy policies, from the Keystone XL 

pipeline21, draining of U.S. strategic oil reserves22, to allegations made by Sy Hirsh regarding the 

Nord Stream 2 pipeline sabotage by the United States military and intelligence forces23, this 

deal’s ongoing progress to consummation is odd and requires investigation at the local, state, and 

federal levels. Potentially providing LNG exports to “friend” and foe alike, along with key 

circumstantial evidence gathered, this may rise to the level of Treason against the United States 

by the 46th President. Through Joe’s son, and a vast array of lawyers and intelligence 

connections, they have jointly conspire to give aid and comfort to our known enemies.  



SPAC Trust Operators for Glenfarne Sponsor, LLC.  

American Stock Transfer & Trust24 (Hypothesis: Cathay Bank promotes this operation on its 

website and is based close by Continental Stock in the Southern District of New York and 

Coldharbour Capital, LLC. American is among the dominant trustees for stocks and warrants.25) 

Continental Stock Transfer & Trust26 (housed all stocks at dissolution, equaling $275M.27) 

Key Corporate Entities 

Alder Midstream (subsidiary of Glenfarne, and owner of LNG Proprieties) 

American International Group (AIG), Starr Companies key personnel 

CEFC China Energy (Chairman Ye disappeared, Patrick Ho arrested in November 2017) 

China Ocean Shipping Company (CCP owner, owner of Sino-Ocean Land) 

COSCO Shipping Logistics (North America) Inc. (Secaucus, NJ) 

Coldharbour Capital, LLC (Mervyn Yan Company, New York Registered28) 

EnfraGen (subsidiary of Glenfarne, capitalized with $800,000,00029, works in S. America) 

Fontus Renewables (subsidiary of EnfraGen,) 

Gemini Investments (Holdings) Limited (Hong Kong Based, CCP owner) 

Gemini Rosemont Commercial Real Estate (U.S. Ops represented by Greenberg Traurig) 

Georges Berges Art Gallery (located less than 2.5 miles from Glenfarne or Continental, Hunter 

showed up within 48 hours of key events tied to Glenfarne’s corporate filings) 

Glenfarne Group (and their subsidiaries, Magnolia LNG and Texas LNG30) 

Glenfarne Sponsor, LLC. (Managed by Brendan Duval) 

Global Energy Megatrend Ltd. (placed winning bid for Magnolia LNG, then pulled out in late April 

2020, formed in September 2019 by Bill Miller who knows Hunter Biden et.al.) 

Hudson West III (received deposits, Cathay Bank, Mervyn Yan sent statements to Hunter) 

LNG Limited (former holder of rights regarding Magnolia LNG, through April 2020) 

Noble Group (Shanghai, Hong Kong based organization31) 

Owasco LLC (received $1,000,032.88 from Cathay Bank, Hunter Biden connected)  

Partners Group (50/50 owner of EnfraGen Capital, a $800M subsidiary of Glenfarne Group) 

Samsung Engineering (minority owner, Texas LNG, providing engineering on project) 

Sinohawk (Tony Bobulinski investment company mentioned in 2017 CEFC deal) 

Sino-Ocean Land (owner of Gemini HK, CCP owner) 



Key Investment Organizations & Banks 

Apollo Global Management, LLC (funded EnfraGen, subsidiary of Glenfarne) 

Bank of China (Known conduit used by Gongwen Dong, Natixis Bhaswar Chatterjee) 

Burnham Securities (Devon Archer connected, Scott Oh, CEFC Energy pitch made in 2015) 

Cathay Bank (provide credit cards to Biden clan, Chinese-operated in NYC, LA, Hong Kong) 

Cathay Pacific (Hunter on January 2, 2018 noted $165,000 transfer from this entity) 

Davivienda (South America: International), EnfraGen financier and backstop 

First Wall Street Capital (former financier for LNG Limited, Magnolia LNG, located at 399 Park 

Avenue, Floor 2, the same floor location as Starr Insurance Companies, a CCP front) 

HSBC (JiaQi Bao recommended personnel to assist in dealings) 

JP Morgan Chase (Glenfarne’s bank) 

Macquarie Group (Australian Investment Organization, huge presence in Asia, S. America) 

Mitsui (providing capital funding in Texas LNG network, including Texas LNG) 

Natixis ($700M in July 2018 debt financing deal with Sumitomo Mitsui for Glenfarne subsidiary 

EnfraGen, JiaQi Bao recommended Natixis 6 months prior in Jan 2018) 

Scotiabank Colpatria (S. America: Scotiabank Colpatria), EnfraGen backstop 

Starr Insurance Companies (Company run by CCP operative, X. Rick Niu (CEFC)) 

Sky Financial (Rosneft, Trade Group, New York-based???32, (Sky Finance) TX residential) 

Sumitomo Mitsui Banking (Natixis partner in 2018 on EnfraGen deal) 

Third Point LLC (former owner of Texas LNG, 2017 across the street from First Wall Street) 

Wells Fargo (Hunter Biden received incoming deposits in excess of $1,000,000) 

Key Law Firms 

Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP (Hired for Burisma, AIG, Starr Companies, Hunter worked there)  

Freeh Sporkin & Sullivan LLP (Louis Freeh and Eugene Sullivan were in contact with Hunter in 

2016 with Freeh giving $100,000 to Beau Biden Foundation. Offices in New York close by First 

Wall Street Capital.) 

Greenberg & Traurig, LLP (incorporator of Glenfarne Merger Corp.) & Rosemont Seneca Realty 

legal counsel from Devon Archer email33) 

Hogan Lovells (Alder Midstream, LLC) 

K&L Gates, LLP (William Gates, Sr. merged in the mid-2000s), key lobbyist, of counsel for Texas 

& Magnolia, Glenfarne Group, Macquarie Group, LNG Limited 



Krieger Kim & Lewin, LLP (Accepted Wires from Hunter Biden regarding November 2017 arrest of 

Patrick Ho) 

Steptoe & Johnson, LLP (Partners Hunter Johnston, former LA Senator, Bennett Johnston)  

White & Case LLP (Texas LNG Brownsville LLC) 

Key CEFC Associates & Friends of the Bidens 

Angie “Britt” Singletary (Mississippi lawyer, former staffer on Senate Judiciary committee under 

then Senator Joe Biden, Rosneft Trade Group34) 

Daniel Loeb (CEO of Third Point, LLC., former Texas LNG owner through Brownsville LNG) 

David C. Wittig (Greece, Huff Po writer (2016-18), convicted felon, former I-banker for Kidder, 

Peabody & Salomon Brothers, emailed Hunter consistently about COSCO) 

Devon Archer (Rosemont Seneca companies, convicted felon, co-board member at Burisma, 

long-time Hunter friend and scheming associate) 

Eugene Sullivan (U.S. Federal Judge, First Wall Street Capital Advisor, Founding Partner at 

Freeh Sporkin Sullivan, met with Hunter Biden in 2016 alongside Louis Freeh) 

Glenn Myles (CEO, First Wall Street Capital, Ukraine Board Member at Velta LLC) 

Gongwen “Kevin” Dong (CCP), CEFC, $50 million real estate purchased in NYC 

Hao Wang (CEFC, Beijing Office) 

Heather King (Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, Hunter’s Burisma lawyer, Elizabeth Holmes) 

James Gilliar (CEFC Partner of Hunter Biden, UK Special Forces) 

Jianjun Zang (CEFC Executive Director, Met Hunter Biden in 2015) 

JiaQi Bao (CCP) CEFC, Hunter’s assistant and presentation maker (in Chinese) of all U.S. 

energy production in late 2017, honeypot, suggested Texas & Magnolia LNG investments 

Jim Biden (Hunter’s uncle, brother to the 46th of President of the United States) 

Jonathan Li (CCP, 2011-2015, Bohai Harvest Investments with Hunter & Devon) 

Josh Targoff (Chief Operating Officer at Third Point, LLC) 

Louis Freeh (Former Director of the FBI, Founding Partner at Freeh Sporkin Sullivan) 

Maurice R. Greenberg (Former AIG head, Starr Insurance Companies CEO) 

Marsden W. “Bill” Miller Jr. (Owner of Miller Energy, LLC., whose bid on Magnolia LNG was 

pulled mere days after made in April 2020, late 1980s convicted felon (overturned), emailed 

Hunter Biden regarding Fosun Pharma in February 2014 and is well known to the Biden Family 

and is a China investor) 

Mervyn Yan (CCP), CEFC, handled most monetary transactions to the Bidens 

Patrick Ho (CCP), CEFC, arrested in November 2017, convicted and released to China 



R. James Woolsey (Former Director of the CIA, First Wall Street Capital Advisor, Velta LLC) 

Raymond Zhao (CEFC Beijing, General Manager) 

Richard Ieyoub (Former Attorney General of Louisiana (1992-2004), Port Cameron LNG) 

Robert W. Fenet (Fenet Law, VP of Finance, Strategic Partners, Port Cameron, LLC) 

Scott Oh (Consultant, pitched CEFC to Hunter in October 2015) 

Tammy Wang (Starr Insurance Companies, copied on Hunter Biden emails CEFC) 

Tony Bobulinski (CEFC Partner of Bidens, U.S. Navy officer, Tucker Carlson interview) 

Xiaopeng “Rick” Niu (CCP, Project White Light, President of Starr Strategic Holdings, LLC, 

formerly of AIG (1999-2007), Committee of 100, LinkedIn 35,36) 

Ye Jianming (CCP, “The Chairman”, funds Hunter Biden & immediate family with millions)  

Minor Associations to Bidens or LNG Dealings 

Albert Tse (Macquarie Group I-banker, Hong Kong based, former son-in-law to Australian PM 

Kevin Rudd, emails with Hunter and Devon and associate Jonathan Li, CCP-connected) 

Alan I. Annex (Greenberg & Traurig, POA paperwork for Glenfarne Sponsor) 

Alan Ellis (Lawyer, Trade Group, Rosneft Deal) 

Bennett Johnston (4-term U.S. Senator from Louisiana, Partner (Retired) Steptoe & Johnson) 

Bhaswar Chatterjee (Natixis, JiaQi Bao mentions as contact, along with others) 

Brendan Duval (CEO of Glenfarne Group, holder of stock/warrants for Glenfarne Sponsor starting 

in June 2020, Macquarie Group Investment Banker through 2011, Spanish fluency) 

Brendan Wolters (Prime Energìa, Glenfarne Group subsidiary) 

David Eldon (HSBC, Middle East CEO, Noble Group, JiaQi Bao mentions as contact) 

David L Wochner (Of Counsel at K&L Gates & Magnolia LNG, 201937, Texas LNG38) 

Elizabeth Schrayer (CEO, U.S. Global Leadership Coalition, emails Hunter personally) 

Greg Michaels (Monkey Island LNG pitch in October-November 2017, nixed by JiaQi Bao) 

Hiram Eastland (East Law39, Trade Group key contact40, Rosneft deal41, notable: Trump hater42) 

Hunter Johnston (Son of U.S. Senator Bennett Johnston, emails Hunter on Mardsen Miller, 

Partner at Steptoe & Johnson43) 

Jason Simon (Greenberg & Traurig, POA paperwork for Glenfarne Sponsor) 

Kevin Rudd (Xi Jinping Post doctoral thesis, fluent in Mandarin, former Australian PM, current US 

Ambassador as of March 2023) 

Mandy Wong (Cathay Bank, Wealth Management, Credit Cards to Bidens in August 2017, Moved 

to Wealth Management in January 2021, Based in Mid-town Manhattan) 



Matthew Murray (Board Member Velta, LLC, U.S. Commerce Department (Obama), Columbia) 

Mike O’Neil (Of Counsel, K&L Gates, Boston, Wochner (reports this in December 2020)) 

Peter Levene (Lord) (Starr Companies, UK Minister of Defense for Procurement) 

Rick Perry (Former U.S. Department of Energy Head, LNG Export & Pipeline deals in Ukraine) 

Robert Bensh (Knows Brendan Duval and Rick Perry) 

Samuel Morison (Immigration lawyer, Top Secret Clearance44, 45, Jim Biden, Rosneft Deal46) 

Stacy Ettinger (lawyer, key lobbyist for K&L Gates tied to the Glenfarne Projects47, Senator Chuck 

Schumer staffer until 2016) 

Tom Thornhill (Slidell, LA lawyer48, pitched and vetted Trade Group Rosneft Deal) 

William Garner, Jr. (Texas LNG minority owner, Greenberg & Traurig) 

William C. Mack (Lawyer, Pennsylvania, Advisor and Glenfarne Shareholder49) 

Key Geographic Locations 

New York, New York (Glenfarne is located at the epicenter of nearly two dozen key organizations 

to this plot. SEC filings discussed jurisdictional oversight in its Southern District.) 

Secaucus, New Jersey (COSCO, US Operations, less than 10 miles from mid-town Manhattan) 

Miami, FL (Banks, Law firms and Chairman Ye kickoff meeting occurred with Hunter) 

Houston, TX (Magnolia LNG and host of key banks and law outfits, tightly located) 

Lafayette, LA (Magnolia LNG and numerous other LNG projects physically located) 

Hong Kong (Gemini Real Estate Operations to COSCO) 

Shanghai (Cathay & HSBC Banking) 

Key International Organizations 

U.S.-Ukraine Business Council (USUBC) 

World Food Program USA (Hunter Biden, Chairman in 2015) 

Center for Strategic & International Studies (Hunter Biden, Council Member, 2012) 

State Energy HK Limited (Robinson Walker, Received $6 million from this Shanghai entity) 

Chinese Names 

*Chinese names can be inverted based on what appeared in Hunter’s laptop. Additionally, many 

have Americanized their names – so it is difficult to determine their identities validly through 

emails or any cross reference with business credentials on LinkedIn or Company websites. As 

such, full names will be noted for all Chinese people when it is not obvious in the discussion. 



Physical Addresses of Key Entities 

  

Entity New York City Miami Houston Type

American Stock Transfer 6201 15th Avenue (BRO) Trust

Bank of China, US NY 410 Madison Avenue Bank

Cathay Bank 235 5th Avenue X Bank

Coldharbour Capital LLC 1560 Ovington Avenue (BRO) CEFC LLC

Continental Stock Transfer 1 State Street Plaza, 30th Floor Trust

First Wall Street Capital 399 Park Avenue, 2nd Floor Investment Co

Freeh Sporkin & Sullivan 630 5th Avenue, Ste 2310 Law Firm

Gemini Rosemont 200 Park Avenue South Property Developer

Georges Berges Art Gallery 462 West Broadway Art Auctioner

Glenfarne Merger Corp 292 Madison Avenue SPAC

Gongwen Dong 432 Park Avenue (Unit #86A) Private Citizen CEFC

Greenberg Traurig LLP One Vanderbilt Avenue X X Law Firm

HSBC Bank 452 5th Avenue Bank

Hudson West III/V 40 West 57th Street, 16th Floor CEFC LLC

JPMorgan Chase & Co 270 Park Avenue X Bank

JPMorgan Private Bank 390 Madison Avenue Bank

Natixis Bank 1251 6th Avenue X Bank

Partners Group 1114 Avenue of the Americas, 37th Floor Corporate Investor

Scotia Bank 250 Vesey St X X Bank

Starr Insurance Companies 399 Park Avenue, 2nd Floor X Insurance

Sumitomo Mitsui Bank 277 Park Avenue X X Bank

Third Point LLC 390 Park Avenue (prior to 2018) Investment Co

White & Case 1221 6th Ave X X Law Firm

K&L Gates 599 Lexington Avenue X X Law Firm

Wells Fargo 375 Park Avenue X X Bank

Denotes Outside City Proper, BRO is Brooklyn



The Luck of the Irish 

When 51 U.S. Intelligence directors and operators declared in mid-October 2020 that Hunter 

Biden’s Laptop was Russian Disinformation, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) had the 

laptop in its possession for over 10 months.50 Only 42 of the 51 signers had the courage to 

publicly disclose their names.51,52 Whether these unknown nine were too ashamed or too well 

compensated to rock the cushy boats of their life, they made their decision to rock the Republic. 

Evidently, that wasn’t of great concern for them. 

This was nothing new though. The CIA apparatus has driven countless government 

destabilizations since its formation in 1947. Their tentacles born of the poisonous tree from the 

still beating heart of Nazi atrocities in Operation Paperclip; migrated into mind control, MK-Ultra; 

media, Operation Mockingbird53; spying on the public, revealed in the Church Committee54, and 

presently, the Twitter Files, with CIA and FBI operatives destabilizing and subverting the United 

States of America with your tax dollars and funding your future techno-totalitarian prison.55 

Atop that domestic investigatory bureau sits the Department of Justice, ran in December 2019 by 

Attorney General William Barr when the laptop was received. Barr, who served in the CIA in the 

1970s while his dad Donald Barr, once a member of the OSS, had notable contact with Jeffrey 

Epstein (a multi-country intel asset), came into the Trump administration under heavy scrutiny by 

the ever-fearful, radical left.56 They saw Barr as an authoritarian willing to incarcerate the slightest 

missteps of the New Radicals from Antifa, BLM, or in the LGBT+ community. But, to their shock 

(or smiles), Barr did nothing of the sort during the chaos of 2020 and The Summer of Love.57  

Barr’s Washington D.C. deep statist history cemented in that CIA stint, had under Herbert Walker 

Bush, to Barr’s legal chops growing under his Carlyle Group work on tax hustles. (The Bushes 

are well-connected to The Carlyle Group.) Barr advanced in the Reagan and Bush 

administrations, climbing ever upward to sit atop of the U.S. Department of Justice, twice. 

He had known of (or worked at) the same haunts as Joe Biden since the mid-1970s. Joe Biden 

was at the railhead of the Judiciary committee when Justice Clarence Thomas came before Biden 

for his “high tech lynching.” Joe even voted against Barr’s boss at CIA: George H.W. Bush.  

But Joe gave high praise to Barr in 1995, “You were one of the best I have ever worked with, and 

there have been a lot of attorneys general since I have been here, and I mean that sincerely.”58 

Such sincerity was reciprocated in kind during 2020. The “selected” champion of the left’s cause, 

Joseph Robinette Biden, was in good shape regarding his presidential campaign in the year that 

changed the United States of America forever. Joe sincerely never worked less for such an 

important position in his life. Acquiring the most votes (and 10 million more) than Obama did. 

Barr departed in mid-December 2020 with his work completed to derail any further Trump 

musings on Twitter, or from the White House. His government peers and cohorts stated, “most 



secure election ever!” While he proclaimed election interference, “bullshit.”59 The massive ballot 

drops observed at 3AM to 5AM in the morning by this writer would tend to reflect otherwise.60 

 

Nevertheless, the radical Left cheered with smug satisfaction. 

The people on the Right, obliviously, stumbled blindly into the next intelligence operation: J6. And 

the Mockingbird Media never let up on its COVID misinformation or election disinformation while 

the country spiraled out of control under their mendacious stories.  

For them, the multiple crises ahead mean higher ratings.  

For them, payback on flyover country comes from keeping a country divided, not united.  

For them, paychecks come from the intel narrative spun since the escalator ride by Donald 

Trump. He’s an agent of the Kremlin. A puppet for Putin. Or: just another presidential puppet for 

the Deep State to put on a string. 

But, as with all good intel operations – deny, deny, deny, and lie, lie, lie. Admit nothing.  

And gaslight everyone to keep garnering those 30 pieces of silver.  

That is the CIA way.   

~ 

The last email logged in the Hunter Biden laptop was on March 17, 2019. It was from Father John 

of Catholic Charities, an innocuous email among the over 100,000 emails consolidated by Garrett 

Zeigler at his Marco Polo website.61,62 (Ziegler worked in the Trump administration.) 



Hunter, the lesser son of Joe (as Beau was Delaware’s AG for eight years), was, as former New 

York major Rudy Giuliani put it, “a bagman.” In looking into Hunter’s dealings, and connecting 

these further to the people he spent great time cultivating to enlarge his bank account, or pay the 

freight acquired from his failed marriage and pricey boarding schools for his offspring, or his other 

extracurricular activities, the evidence is clear and convincing regarding his unethical and 

criminally-minded use of the power of his name. 

Hunter’s power flows from his name. He said so. In some respects, Hunter is as damaged as 

anyone can be, but that makes him exploitable and blackmailable by all our known adversaries. 

The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and the Russians know all about Hunter, Joe, and all their 

D.C. friends, along with their dirty secrets and criminality. And if the American Public knew this – 

which is why the billionaire media has gone crazy – there would be massive awakening. 

And that cannot be tolerated. These folks fear a well-informed populace. 

As Joe is now the “leader of the free world,” the actual joke (on us) is: We, the People, are not 

“Free” at all. We are under direct threat from U.S. National Security Agencies, who outsourced 

censorship and information collection to big tech companies, but then direct such surveillance 

back on U.S. citizens.63,64 This is a blatantly illegal work around to the U.S. Constitution – and has 

been escalating since before Trump ever ran for office – under the Obama-Biden administration. 

And back to just weeks after 9/11 in the passage of the Patriot Act under George W. Bush. And 

further back in 1975 when Senator Frank Church investigated our intelligence apparatus for this. 

Explains why our compromised U.S. Government is kicking around the RESTRICT Act, 

selling it as stopping TikTok, while the bill is about the commoner, the U.S. Citizen.  

To be brutally honest: The U.S. Government has declared war on its population – 

specifically, any thought that contradicts or countermands its Imperialistic purview, foreign 

or domestic. This will end in either the population’s complete subjugation or the deserved 

dismantling of the U.S. Federal Government as it exists. When is an unknowable variable. 

 

One hopes, the luck of Hunter Biden is running out. As one will show, a master agenda by the 

CCP blossomed as Project White Light: a 240-page document regarding CCP/CEFC ambitions. 

Given the $30 million Hunter was initially promised65, the immediate flow of money, credit cards, 

and dealmaking upticks, one will show how this all influences the Biden Administration now. 

Joe achieved the Presidency through the D.C. machinates, tech overlords manipulation, and a 

population too oblivious to not notice how the military, pharmaceutical and technology industrial 

complex has wrecked a thriving society just 60 years ago.  

But Eisenhower and JFK knew why. Both paid for it. Just one never saw the final blow coming.  



Marco…Polo 

 

Prior to the online launch of Marco Polo, this author obtained nearly 35,000 of Hunter Biden’s 

emails along with a key 17-page November 2017 presentation of all U.S. Energy assets 

translated into Chinese in June 2021.66 That first set of emails were far from a complete set – as 

Garrett Ziegler expanded that total to 128,775. Through numerous searches, one was able to see 

enough verifiable smoke that any average FBI agent, who honors their position forthrightly, 

should have endeavored to expose obvious influence peddling and various wire fraud crimes.67 

The exposure of Hunter’s well-paid dealings with Chinese operatives (and make zero mistake 

about it – they are all CCP members, willingly or not) should have raised such alarms to have 

triggered a massive inter-agency investigation. But, as noted above, the criminals are in power in 

D.C, and Worldwide. The few persons with any gumption to address it (Rep. Comer, Senator 

Grassley, et.al.), will go only so far, and no further.68 

Hunter’s interactions with CEFC Energy, the main thrust of this intelligence analysis, started as 

early as October 4-5, 2015 with Scott Oh making a cold approach.69 The Daily Caller wrote 

extensively about this on January 4, 2021, regarding early pitch ideas presented by Hunter’s 

partners: Eric Schwerin and Devon Archer.70 Schwerin suggested Burnham Securities, Devon 

Archer’s firm in a response email.71 More substantially, to later contacts, James Gilliar entered the 

CEFC picture in late 2015. 

Ex-UK Special forces vet James Gilliar gradually joined the Hunter circle of deals over a period of 

10 months in 2015 through Rob Walker.72 Tony Bobulinski came on board in January 2016 in a 



direct email with James Gilliar, but was not active on CEFC concerns until April 2017.73 And then, 

Bobulinski’s departure came about by June 2017 – from Hunter’s emails.74 

 

Example of a CEFC Agreement discussion from Beijing and with names inverted. 75 

 

Banking Memorandum by the U.S. House Oversight Committee on May 10, 2023. 
Route of payments from China.76   



Project White Light 

 

CEFC’s Belt-and-Road enhancing agenda pivoted off this 240-page document.77 X. Rick Niu 

provided additional files (attachment names below) for the required deals Hunter and James 

Biden would accept millions to complete, starting in August 2017.  

• CEFC_Investment_Vehicle_Proposal_10042017.pdf 

• Framework Agreement v2.doc 

• Framework+Agreement+ v3.doc 

It appears that Hunter reached out to Director Jianjun Zang as early as March 22, 2016 while his 

dad was still Vice-President under a file named, “H to Zang.docx” sent through Rob Walker.78 

This shows a 2-year progression to fulfill CEFC dealings with, as one fulsome letter from Hunter 

to Chairmen Ye Jianming suggested: 

“We believe that is a very unique opportunity to showcase the CEFC brand in a country 

and help drive progress. The needed equity there is $300-500 Million USD and can all be 

done by CEFC or parts of it and Sinohawk will raise the rest of the capital to complement 

CEFC capital. I am sure you are well briefed by our dear friend director [Jianjun] Zang…”79 

CEFC’s board of directors: Ye Jianming, Chan Chauto, Zang Jianjun, Li Yong.80 

Xiaopeng “Rick” Niu is an important character throughout this story due to ongoing LNG situations 

one discovered. Niu works at 399 Park Avenue, Floor 2, New York, New York. His biography 

includes stints at AIG (1999-2007) working for Maurice Greenberg, the former AIG CEO. Both are 

top leaders at Starr Insurance Companies (Starr Strategic Holdings, LLC) for many years.81,82,83 



 

X. Rick Niu is a member of the Committee of 100, a pro-China organization set up to infiltrate, 

subvert, and dominate Western institutions.84 Their agents have succeeded well in carrying out 

those goals. Niu is a member of the Council of Foreign Relations, a Globalist power organization 

that seeks to control narratives, foreign policy and trade actions through its members’ voices 

across all industries promoting a tightly-coordinated and personally-profitable narrative.85,86 

Rick Niu wrote to Hunter Biden on March 14, 201787: 

Hunter, 

It was great speaking to you late last week.  Tammy and I also had a call with James and 

Rob this morning in follow-up. In summary, we envision the following activities over the 

next two weeks. 

1. By 3/15 we provide the latest revised framework agreement based on our last 

meeting in NYC for your review and comments.  Follow-up discussion will be scheduled 

separately. 

2. You provide us with: 

- A personal biography and disclosure of your commercial activities and non-profit 

affiliations; current thinking as to what to keep, what to stop and how to transition 

upon assuming full-time executive capacity at JV. 

- An initial list of proposed candidates for either full-time or senior-adviser positions; 

names, current positions, proposed roles, biographies and qualifications. 

- A proposed list of actionable projects for the JV upon inception; very specific 

guidelines were given to James and Rob earlier today. 

- First draft of the above will be provided to us by 3/18, followed by a walk through/group 

Q&A via phone around 3/20, and then a revision sent to us by 3/27. 



Hunter, I found our first meeting constructive and encouraging.  We look forward to 

these concrete next steps.  See you again soon. 

… 

X. Rick Niu 

President & CEO 

Starr Strategic Holdings LLC 

399 Park Avenue 

New York, NY 10022 

 [My Emphasis Added.] 

 

“JV” stands for joint venture. This email through CEFC energy reflects that Rick Niu is not to be 

dismissed as irrelevant to this situation. In truth, Rick is at the railhead of this CCP agenda. 

 

HSGAC 11-18-2020 Finance Joint Report Supplemental 88 

  

EEIG (the above proposal of James Gilliar and Sanan Phutrakul89) is a 3-phase, initial CEFC 

investment plan for CEFC to enter: “Target Geographies for Development.” Among the targets: 

Oman, Argentina, France, Mexico, United Arab Emirates, and the United States. 

Market Entry is defined by this pair:  

• Senior political figures 

• Royal families  

• Commercial enterprise oligarchs 

Using a Public-Private Partnership (PPP), Gilliar and Phutrakul’s goal is to: “Establish the area of 

opportunity within each target country for CEFC to quickly and effectively establish prestige.”90  

The New York Times provided the entire EEIG report (updated to April 25, 2017) with James 

Gilliar sending it to Tony Bobulinski, Rob Walker, Hunter Biden, and Jim Biden.91 

On paged 21 of this report by The Times, titled “James Gilliar & his team”, foreshadowing of 

things afoot throughout the last three plus years rears its head: 



“One we had established the original agreed geography with the director we began to plan 

and initiate the strategic entry that would secure a preferred, unobstructed entry to market, 

led by JG [Gilliar], aligned through U.K. connections, for personal relationship entry to 

Sultan Q [Qaboos bin Said], then support from U.S. (HB’s [Hunter Biden] family & friends, 

Davos) to qualify and endorse the chairman [Ye Jianming] and the company…to establish 

onshore CEFC vehicle that is uniquely sanctioned by His Highness…”92[My emphasis.] 

Part of EEIG plan B’s, included taking a 51% ownership through HSBC 93 where JiaQi Bao 

mentioned her deep contacts included the former head of HSBC Middle East, David Eldon.94 

Later on, Rick’s role was directly categorized by Zhaorunlong@cefc.co , Raymond Zhao, General 

Manager for CEFC Beijing International Energy Company Limited. Zhao wrote on May 2, 2017 to 

James Gilliar:95 

How you doing? Director would like to extend the following message to H: 

1. Chairman Ye is more than happy to meet H and the family in NYC on 5th or 6th of May. 

But the schedule is quite tight for the moment and they cannot decide on a time of 

meeting. The chairman's side will contact you when they are in NYC. 

2. The ID of Rick is only a consultant in the preparation of the JV. He is only 

responsible for the building of the company and only authorized to have the 

materials necessary for this purpose. For other info, he does not need to be 

provided.96   

Rick’s role as holder of all the JV paperwork for CEFC while working for Starr Companies under 

AIG’s former head Maurice Greenberg reflects deep familiarity with the Bidens and their Chinese 

dealings. 

~  

Starr Companies was formed in 1919 under Cornelius Vander Starr in Shanghai, China.97 

Cornelius founded AIG as well, and appointed Greenberg as head of North American holdings in 

1962 where Greenberg rose to the head of AIG in 1968 and stayed in charge through 2005. 

Greenberg is, as well, a member of the high caste: The Council of Foreign Relations and 

Trilateral Commission with both Kissinger and Rockefeller at the top of his rolodex. More tellingly, 

Shanghai, Beijing and Hong Kong have courted Greenberg’s business and social ties since at 

least 1990. (Similar to members of the U.S. Congress – Pelosi, Feinstein, Swalwell, and 

numerous California or New York-based politicians, Governor Kathy Hochul, alongside the Bidens 

- that have been schmoozed into cozy deals with the Chinese: the two million CCP agents that 

roam around the World.98 HSBC was mentioned in this Business Insider article.) 

Greenberg, by political affiliation, is considered a Republican, supporting Jeb Bush in 2016 with 

$10 million.99 This is not at all unusual, even for New York City, where Biden’s administration has 

mailto:Zhaorunlong@cefc.co


leveraged the Southern District of New York for its political prosecutions and intimidations. (See: 

Rudy Giuliani, James O’Keefe, Steve Bannon, and Donald Trump.) 

Another tell on the enabling of subversion, regarding Greenberg, is his forming of a new group – 

yet another octogenarian plus failing to retire – tied to U.S. and China relations being business 

friendlier.100 While admirable on its face, such is difficult within the framework of current 

geopolitical tensions. Republicans – of the neocon, Bush stripe – routinely promote this, while at 

the same time, causing all sorts of conflicts with Russia. Inflaming one relationship based on a 

worn-out, geopolitical “cold war” model, while undermining U.S. national security, for decades in 

feeding an enemy with an overt plan for one’s national and cultural demise (since the 1980s.101) 

The current tensions arise as the Bidens, with decades of “friendliness” to China, hours spent in 

talks with Jinping, now, go nowhere.102 Biden’s Secretary of State rebuked by aggressive Chinese 

foreign ministers in Alaska103; and Joe can’t warrant a phone call with Xi over Ukraine. 

One surmises: Xi knows exactly what he has in Biden. And it disgusts him and delights him as 

well. Leverage over an American President had for a pittance. 

Notable: Rick Niu’s political donations: $5,000 to Great America Committee of Mike Pence.104,105 

Greenberg’s donations for the 2020 election cycle included neither Trump nor Biden.106 

 

Project White Light proceeded as planned throughout mid-2017 for the Bidens at least.  

CEFC’s formal relationship started with a courtly gift of an 3-carat engagement diamond around 

February 14, 2017 in Miami with the Chairman Ye Jianming in town for International Boat 

Show.107 Hunter Biden, James Gilliar and Rob Walker met up for planning surrounding what was 

later called: Project White Light. Hunter skipped out on a planned lunch, but the deserts were 

coming for those that stayed behind in Miami. Rob Walker, through Robinson Walker LLC, 

received $3 million through State Energy HK Limited, a Shanghai-based company that ties to 

CEFC.108,109   

Key, for the discussion later, Miranda Devine noted that between March 5th and April of 2017, 

“Bobulinski remained troubled by Hunter’s scandals, and Gilliar, who was in Australia with 

Director Zang looking for acquisitions, was worried he might pull out. So he arranged for him 



to meet Hunter the following month at the Chateau Marmont, in Bobulinski’s hometown of 

LA.”110,111 

Australia is home to a major Chinese emphasis from its former Prime Minister Kevin Rudd 

through to the Macquarie Group, a key investment outlet regarding infrastructure and energy 

throughout the Pacific Rim, but particularly through Hong Kong and Beijing dealings. 

 

CEFC Chairman: Ye Jianming.  
Just one year after his diamond was gifted, his company was lifted from his control.  

 

James and Hunter Biden were eager to assist Chairman Ye, particularly around New York City. 

From a Horace Mann School email by Jim Biden, sent April 18, 2017112: 

“He would like the family to go onto [their] web site and fill out an application- very short! 

That way, she will be in his system. This is will give Jason the flexibility he needs. 

applications have been closed for two months! Then he would like to meet with the family, 

me/you? To see the school and go thru the interview process. She could then rest for few 

day, and then go to the testing for all private schools, which Jason will help arrange, at the 

(E R B) testing facility. He will expedite test results, with a kind eye. Possibly at the same 

time, I along with you and Mr Ye Jianming, could preview some Real Estate in NYC. 

Which I will arrange! I will send some possible homes for his family to review…”113 

On August 2, 2017 at 7:54 pm, Hunter Biden responded to Gongwen Dong and Mervyn Yan 

regarding Chairmen Ye “the Director”:  

My Understanding is that the original agreement with the Director was for consulting fees 

based on introductions alone a rate of $10M per year for a three-year guarantee total of 

$30M.  The chairman changed that deal after we me[t] in MIAMI TO A MUCH MORE 



LASTING AND LUCRATIVE ARRANGEMENT to create a holding company 50% percent 

owned by ME and 50% owned by him. 

Earlier that day, at 12:29 pm, Mervyn Yan mervyn.yan@gmail.com wrote: 

I have attached the proposed Org chart since Hudson West III LLC was already filed and 

registered and obtained EIN. However, there are few business points in the Agreement we 

shall have incorporated into the amended document. 

1. Regional focus shall be in US, Middl[e] East, Russian, Europe and South America 

countries, in energy, infrastructures, finance and high-tech sectors. 

2. The goal is to source and secure 1-3 deals a year and aims to have 5 more deals in the 

pipeline. 

… 

7. Monochrome appoints Chairman and CFO, OWASCO appoints CEO and COO. 

8. OWASCO shall made monthly report to the board, and any investment opportunities to 

the Monochrome and its affiliates. Further investment decision is solely determined by 

Monochrome Group.114 

~ 

Hunter signed a Joinder Agreement with Gongwen Dong on August 2, 2017. From the Grassley-

Johnson report (page 5): “Hunter Biden joined with his Chinese business partners and 

established joint ownership in another company named Hudson West III.” The ownership of which 

is 50% split between Hudson West V (Gong, CEFC) and Owasco P.C. (Hunter Biden). The 

capital infusion came 100% from Hudson West V in the amount of $5,000,000.115 (Just 7 months 

later, Hudson West V assigned its ownership to Coldharbour Capital LLC, a company connected 

to Biden’s business partner, Mervyn Yan.) 

This contract gave compensation to James Biden for $65,000 per month and $100,000 to Hunter. 

Hunter received a retainer fee of $500,000. As well, Hunter was on retainer for $1,000,000 to 

Patrick Ho.    

Shortly thereafter, substantial Chinese benefit flowed freely into Hunter, James, and Sara Biden’s 

hands. Meanwhile, many of their former partners, in other schemes, were conveniently left out of 

the deal. 

Below is a diagram from the Grassley-Johnson report of 232 pages. 

mailto:mervyn.yan@gmail.com


 

Grassley’s report (and others like Rudy Giuliani), noted that office space came with this 

agreement: “Hunter Biden reportedly requested keys to an office suite at the House of Sweden in 

Washington be made for his “new office mates: Joe Biden Jill Biden Jim Biden Gongwen Dong 

(Chairman Ye CEFC emissary).”116 

JiaQi Bao, a graduate of Tsinghua University in Beijing (like Xiaopeng “Rick” Niu of Starr 

Companies above), was Hunter’s assistant, and one offers here: the key LNG advisor. Grassley 

report gives this summary on JiaQi (page 10)117: 

“[S]he reportedly worked for the communist regime’s National Development and Reform 

Commission before moving to a China-based investment firm that was also connected to 

the regime. When Ye was detained in March 2018, Bao reportedly sent Hunter an email 

explaining that ‘Ye’s situation changed’ and that Hunter needed to take as much money as 

he could from Hudson West III because if he failed to do so, the money would become 

‘nobody’s money’ which ‘means they take away whatever you give up to no body [sic] 

knows where in the system…’ Bao also questioned why the U.S. government had the 

authority to prosecute Patrick Ho for bribes that took place outside the U.S. and provided 

opposition research to Hunter Biden on then-President Trump ahead of the 2020 election, 

calling Hunter her “coconspirator-in mischief.” 

JiaQi provided her opinions freely over the course of various deals regarding LNG in the U.S. that 

came during the fall of 2017. These deals are the crux of this intelligence report.  



Monkeying Around with LNG Deals 

 

Greg Michaels was attached to Monkey Island LNG and this website is still active.118 His 

company’s bio is pretty unremarkable, stating that:  

“Monkey Island was established by Southern California Telephone Company, a successful 

twenty-six year, privately-held United States [telecommunications] public utility company.  

At its corporate headquarters in Houston, Texas, Monkey Island LNG’s executive team is 

developing a natural gas liquefaction facility and LNG export terminal on Monkey Island in 

Cameron Parish, Louisiana. The facility will utilize cryogenic technology to liquefy 

approximately 2.1 billion cubic feet per day (bcf/d) of natural gas to produce approximately 

15.75 mtpa of LNG for exportation globally.”119 [My emphasis.] 

The New Yorker wrote, in July 2019, about Hunter negotiating a $40 million investment (for 

CEFC) tied to Michaels’ Monkey Island project, saying this would “create thousands of jobs.”120,121 

But then Patrick Ho’s legal problems interfered with any close of the deal. Hunter’s recorded call, 

about Ho being the “fucking spy chief” overshadows the mentioning of the largest “LNG port in the 

world.”122  

October 2017. Greg Michaels, who must have approached prior to this date, brings in his 

Monkey Island LNG Pitch along with Magnolia LNG, the more important of the two going 

forward.123 Hunter’s law associations (both in Louisiana and New York) meet throughout the Fall 

2017 regarding multiple projects (these are but three of twenty-one)124: 

• Rosneft Trade Deal (minor percentage of sales of 100M gallons of Rosneft gas) 

• Cheniere Energy LNG Plant 50% ownership pitch 

• LNG Deals in Texas & Louisiana (presentations on Monkey Island and Magnolia LNG) 



 

None of these were consummated during that time frame. (Though Cheniere is tough to confirm.)  

Rosneft “Trade Group” deal was kicked off during the summer of 2017, involving numerous shady 

characters, even for Hunter’s profound ability to be shady.125,126,127,128,129 Ultimately, Hunter was 

the rational voice on this operation – as surprising as that sounds. Hunter ran like a scared rabbit 

at the mention of the Russian energy giant. His uncle Jim though was a bit more eager to 

complete it, know “that the whole world is watching. Who knows maybe all is not lost.”130 

Such was the level of intelligence of Joe’s brother, who grafted his way through life, and off the 

Chinese agreement Hunter signed them onto in August 2017.131 

 

 

The second deal, involving Cheniere, was pitched to Jim Biden as well.132 The details revolved 

around a 50% ownership of an LNG plant, estimated as a $12 billion project in the Port Cameron 

area “to the Port in China.”133 This was proposed by Louisiana lawyer Robert W. Fenet out of 

Baton Rouge who is a VP of Strategy for Port Cameron, LLC. 

The above email subject line read: “Richard Ieyoub Joint Venture in Louisiana”134 Richard Ieyoub 

was the former AG in Louisiana – recently (April 2023), he departed from this Earth.135 

Jim Biden’s response, on October 19, 2017 to Fenet, turns on a personal confession:  

“It was great meeting you, along with you son. We Biden's often fraught with problems, 

that they can come from working with family members, are of a different mind. It's all about 

family, and people we choose to do business with. I'm looking forward to a great business 



relationship, along with some fun along the way! Hoping you can make NYC on 

Thursday. Getting off a joint enterprise asap. The boys have the luxury of time, we on the 

other hand, are on a different clock. All kidding aside, the synergies feel right, let's get to it.  

Warm personal regards, Jim”136 [ My emphasis. Edited for grammar.] 

 

~ 

First Wall Street Capital, that shares the exact same address and floor occupation as China-

friendly Starr Companies at 399 Park Avenue, Floor 2, is potentially tied into the Cheniere deal, at 

present, with the exact same price tag of $12 billion and China power attached.137 

First Wall Street Capital notes that the LNG plant and distribution center is: United States Based, 

Cost $12 billion USD. Participants: 

• Top Chinese power industrial company [CEFC or another CCP company?] 

• Giant international technology conglomerates 

• Major international insurance and investment company [Starr Insurance Companies?] 

• In place significant off take [exportation deals]138 

At this present time, it would be hard to assert the precise method of capital investment and track 

it back to First Wall Street Capital. Below: The diagram below would be where to start running 

down the who is invested in Cheniere Energy. 



 

SEC Filings of Cheniere Energy, Inc. (Company Organization) 139 

 

Notable as well, such export-targeted LNG outputs increased substantially over the course of the 

Biden administration as The Advocate summarizes: 

“Led by Louisiana’s three liquefied natural gas export terminals, the United States shipped 

out far more LNG in 2022 than it did in 2021. 

The nation’s seven export terminals delivered more than 3.86 trillion cubic feet of LNG 

in 2022, compared to nearly 3.56 trillion cubic feet in 2021, according to the U.S. 

Department of Energy’s latest monthly LNG report, which covers the entire year’s total. 

Of that total, Louisiana’s three LNG terminals exported more than 2.45 trillion cubic 

feet last year. 

Sabine Pass LNG in Cameron Parish easily outdistanced the pack at 1.48 trillion cubic 

feet, nearly double the 753 billion cubic feet exported by Corpus Christi 

Liquefaction, the second-place finisher. Both terminals are owned and operated by 

Cheniere Energy.”140 [ My emphasis.] 



 

Cheniere Energy 2023 10-K report for Year Ending December 31, 2022 141 

 

One would have to be blind to not see how the 2021 threats by the U.S. diplomats (Victoria 

Nuland)142 and 2022 actions of sabotage to the Nord Stream pipeline provided the additional 

boost to export out to Europe. That these numbers increased out of the exact same area with the 

LNG export projects that the Biden clan were discussing throughout the Fall of 2017 with their 

new Chinese partners cannot be dismissed as coincidental. 



 

 

LNG Allies Chart143 

 



Magnolia LNG 
 

Before going directly to Magnolia LNG, these insights are needed on its prior financier.  

First Wall Street & Magnolia. First Wall Street Capital is ran by Glenn Myles whose background 

is rather hard to find.144 The most substantive things found are since 2010 and tied to big players 

like Mike Milken, Bill Clinton, Chinese billionaires, and through his advisory board.145 His 

WordPress site appears written by a China-friendly asset. That advisory board houses two major 

intelligence and judicial actors well-known (personally in one case) to likes of Hunter Biden. 

 

Glenn Myles Twitter Header 146 

 

Glenn Myles (far left) and Michael Milken (far right) 147 



 

Glenn Myles Senior Advisor, Maurice Greenberg, CEO at C.V. Starr (former AIG CEO) 148 

 

2016 picture: Glenn Myles WordPress website (manages Zhong Rong Group)149  
Fine Art America: First Wall Street Capital 150 and Glenn Myles 151 



 

First Wall Street Capital Advisors  

 

Federal Judge and law partner at Freeh, Sporkin & Sullivan, Eugene Sullivan appears in the 

Hunter Biden Laptop alongside former FBI Director Louis Freeh. The Daily Mail’s headline: 

“Former FBI director Louis Freeh gave $100,000 to a private trust for Joe Biden's 

grandchildren and spoke with the then vice president in 2016 'to explore lucrative future 

work options' with Hunter as the middleman.”152 

 

Hunter Biden’s friends in high places 153 

 

Sullivan’s bio at First Wall Street Capital includes this nugget: “Judge Sullivan was the covert 

General Counsel of the National Reconnaissance Office (“NRO”-a then super-secret US satellite 

intelligence agency).”154 Sullivan was named chief judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals, under 

George H.W. Bush, the former CIA director, and later: Carlyle Group consultant in China.  

R. James Woolsey is also a former director of the CIA, serving under President Clinton. A 

neoconservative, Woolsey’s presence on this board adds intrigue. Louis Freeh (93-01) and 

Woolsey (93-95) were the top domestic and foreign intel heads at the same time under Clinton. 



Woolsey – played a double agent during Trump’s 2016 campaign – contacting VP Joe Biden 

around September 19, 2016, regarding Gen. Michael Flynn Turkish-targeted activities. This while 

attached loosely and unpaid to the Trump campaign.155  Reuters reported on October 24, 2017 

that, “Woolsey was a member of Flynn’s firm, the Flynn Intel Group, according to a Justice 

Department filing.”156 While The Hill, just three days later, on October 27, 2017, said: 

“Woolsey…attempted to notify the U.S. government about the conversation by informing then-

Vice President Joe Biden about the matter through a mutual friend.”157 

Jonathan Franks, an informer of this news to The Hill, deleted his tweet about it.158 Woolsey then 

assisted Robert Mueller in his expensive nothing burger that created chaos as it was intended. 

Mueller’s report wrapped up on July 24, 2019 with “I can’t get into that”159 nearly 200 times – while 

Trump’s new problem: a phone call mentioning CrowdStrike and Joe Biden’s activities in Ukraine. 

 

CIA forward operations base from a Ukrainian Titanium supplier? 160 

 

On July 31, 2019, Glenn Myles and James Woolsey were named board directors for an obscure 

Ukrainian titanium mining company: Velta.161,162 Located in East Ukraine, one can see the 

strategic importance of this intel managerial oversight outpost. Glenn Myles is also member of the 

US-Ukraine Business Council that operations out of Washington, D.C. 

In this same window of time (July 2019), U.S. Department of Energy head, Rick Perry, pitched 

(through his cohorts) exportation of US LNG through Poland to Ukraine and then back to Europe, 



according to a 5,000-word Time exposé.163 The Ukrainians in the piece sound like keen 

manipulators more than poor Ukrainians needing of U.S. assistance. 

“The Ukrainians were never naive in their overtures to the Trump team. They realized that 

Trump was a businessman. ‘We studied his psychological profile,’ says Konstantin 

Eliseev, who advised Ukraine’s President on foreign policy when Trump took office in 

2017. Their strategy, says Vitrenko, was ‘to lure or to seduce’ the Trump Administration by 

offering deals to its officials. ‘It was typical for Ukrainian politicians,’ says the energy 

negotiator. ‘They thought that if they could, to some extent, corrupt the U.S. government, 

or get them interested commercially or personally, it would help.’”164,165 

More saliently, a Louisiana gas man appeared in this Time piece: William “Marsden” Miller. 

Miller’s presence here intersects with First Wall Street financing of Magnolia LNG and Miller’s 

successful bid (later pulled) on it.166 Miller’s history is sketchy – and well – enter Hunter. 

Miller is known to Hunter Biden as well. Miller pitched deals regarding LNG, China and Fosun 

Pharma in 2014.167,168 Biden’s lawyer friend at Steptoe & Johnson, Hunter Johnston, confirmed 

Miller’s bona fides, regarding China and windmills on March 18, 2014: “Good guys.”169 The small 

world of billion-dollar LNG attracts all sorts of lawyers and leeches alike. 

 

Glenn Myles with Vladimir Zelensky. Notice his Senior Advisor role to CEO CV Starr 170 

 

CEO Glenn Myles has only 117 tweets on his account. On March 6, 2022, posted Reuters article 

“Biden, in a call with Zelensky, welcomes Visa, Mastercard decisions on Russia.”171 Going further 

back, Myles has a three-year gap on tweets going back to June 22, 2018, where Myles posts: 



“What a proud moment it was to receive letters of congratulations from President Trump 

and Chinese President Xi Jinping at the Kickoff Party of CV Starr Companies Wed. night, 

recognizing 100 years of Service. #CVStarr #China #realDonaldTrump #Legacy 

#HankGreenberg #FirstWallSt”172 

Glenn Myles is not necessarily a fan of Trump. Myles “like” tweets bears this out. Of Myles’ 26 

total likes, two occur on 2020 Elections (Lindell Symposium) and a J6-related tweets.173,174  

Overall, this reinforces the tight intersection of Ukraine-China-US dealings all through an 

operation that would be best described as “boutique investment banking heavily tied into intel.”175 

~ 

Magnolia’s financing came through First Wall Street. CEO Greg Vesey of LNG Limited, just 

weeks into the COVID-19 pandemic stated (on March 27, 2020): 

“First Wall Street Capital Corp. has advised LNG Limited that it will not provide funds 

according to the terms of the legally binding secured convertible note subscription 

deed.”176 

This was even after LNG Limited found a buyer in LNG9 PTE Ltd.  

“In late February 2020, prior to the pandemic, LNG Limited attempted to sell to LNG9 PTE 

Ltd., Singapore for $75 million, but that deal fell through very quickly.”177 

 

Who Owns Magnolia LNG: An Early Hypothesis178 



Magnolia LNG lands in the same Louisiana basin that Bob Fenet called the “Silicon Bayou.”179 

The Bidens’ Chinese friends, particularly, JiaQi Bao, was highly intrigued by the potentialities of 

Magnolia LNG (& Cheniere) for her CEFC, China buddies. 

 

Hard-working CCP assistants are hard to find. 180 



From one’s novice understanding of these LNG export projects, it takes 5-10 years from initiation 

of the concept to achieve significant offtake contracts. Such projects must go through numerous 

federal review stages (FERC approvals) and also make their final investment decisions (FID). 

Environmental studies, with conflict arising from various activist and environmental groups, 

routinely delay these projects, or abolish them altogether. But recently, the Biden administration, 

has green-lit certain projects around the Texas/Louisiana region (Texas LNG, also owned by 

Glenfarne) even against the administration’s narrative regarding “environmental justice” being 

important, while determined to throw many trillions at “climate change.”181,182 

Magnolia LNG, as discussed, was managed/owned by LNG Limited, an Australian outfit. Early in 

2017, James Gilliar visited with our Down Under friends that speak English, if only differently. It 

appears Gilliar, a man with little accomplishments prior to 40, made good on his Australian trip as 

he netted share options from an British-Australian metal mining company worth $13.75 million in 

December 2020.183 This for a contract with a Czech energy company (CEZ). 

But LNG Limited hold on Magnolia LNG was tenuous at best. Even with a U.S. lobbying team 

headed by the law firm of K&L Gates, it appears their efforts stalled from the Trump’s 

administration “Tough on China” policy, that spotlighted trade deals, in general, and specifically, 

exportation of U.S. LNG to bad actors: namely, China. These resulted in tit-for-tat policies – but 

as such, that too offered opportunities to acquire distressed assets for a pittance.184  

As CNBC bullet pointed, discussing Magnolia LNG, “Terminal developers rely on contracts with 

buyers to finance their projects, and the tariffs make U.S. LNG less attractive to Chinese energy 

companies.”185 Then CEO of Magnolia LNG Greg Vesey said in late 2018, “Considering that, our 

communications with potential Chinese offtakers remain robust with the intent to complete 

agreements if trade tensions abate before Magnolia is fully sold out.”186 

K&L Gates lobbying activity for Magnolia LNG started in 2013, confirming the longevity of such 

LNG exporting efforts.187 LNG Limited was the client serviced for Magnolia’s lobbying from 2017-

2019.188 The lead K&L Gates lobbyist since 2017 is Stacy Ettinger. She once staffed for current 

Senator Majority leader Chuck Schumer through 2016.189 Hunter undoubtedly know who Stacy is 

through his emails and his directorship with the U.S. Global Leadership Coalition.190, 191 

Stacy’s relationship with Magnolia started in 4th Quarter of 2017, resulting in a $40,000 lobbying 

bill tied to “Foreign Investment review of LNG export projects and marketing of such projects (no 

specific legislation.” Stacy’s covered officials was a substantial list including, “Sr Cnsl, Sen 

Schumer.”192 Stacy is also well known for her lobbying for ByteDance, the owner of TikTok.193 

If we need reminding, Schumer and Pelosi were front-and-center blocking Trump’s administration, 

on any issue pursued, even when it would benefit their constituencies.194 The point is never about 

the policy per say, rather: it’s about the appearance of being against something until the time is 

right to be for it. And power. Always about power. 



Stacy still lobbies for Magnolia LNG through Glenfarne Energy Transition in the 1st quarter of 

2023.195 She signed off digitally on this lobbying report.196 

This minor detour into the opaque world of lobbying is to show many hands get involved when 

there is billions in sales, to whomever will pay it, and how many millions to make off it by the 

those that pretend to care about either: your country or your climate. 

Such worlds overlap when powerful persons discuss energy contracts. Which leads into 

Glenfarne Group or Glenfarne Energy Transition, which are one and the same. In 2022, Brendan 

Duval gave a talk at the Transatlantic Energy Security Forum, attended by Senators Joe Manchin 

(WV) and Bill Cassidy (LA).197 This energy forum was started by CSIS in 2007198, of which, 

Hunter Biden, was a council member for CSIS’s Executive Council on Development.199,200,201 

From CSIS: 

“CSIS sought to launch the TEF against a backdrop of growing global energy demand, 

tightening supplies and rising prices as well as the increasingly problematic issue of global 

warming. The rationale for the project rested on the assumption that energy and climate 

change have the potential to become dangerous and destabilizing factors in international 

relations but if addressed competently and comprehensively, they could also serve as a 

foundation for global and regional cooperation.”202 

As mentioned before, the sabotage of the Nord Stream pipeline certainly provides a destabilizing 

action in international relations. And it is obtuse to think the Russians blew up a pipeline they 

control the flow of gas into, and could just as easily shut off until cooler heads prevailed – as there 

were early reports of a peace treaty nixed by US-UK leadership.203 (One does not have to support 

Russia. But there are reasons to stop warring – namely death. Diplomacy though does not 

provide the opportunity to pump $100+ billion plus through a country known for kleptocracy.) 

Biden’s chief diplomatic hitman and known driver of 51 intelligence operators to lie to the 

American people, Secretary of State Tony Blinken, has been busy with Glenfarne’s CEO Brendan 

Duval, if held at arms’ length. First, testimony provided to the House Judiciary on April 21, 2023: 

“A former CIA official [Mike Morrell] testified that then-Biden campaign senior adviser, now-

Secretary of State Antony Blinken ‘played a role in the inception’ of the public statement 

signed by current and past intelligence officials that claimed the Hunter Biden laptop was 

part of a Russian disinformation campaign.”204,205 

Second, Fontus Renewables206, through Brendan Wolters, met with Secretary of State Blinken in 

Chile (below). 

Third, Duval’s business plan, since 2018, runs directly through South America207, Central America 

and the Silicon Bayou. This debt-financed plan208 has the obsessively eager support of Biden’s 



administration to become even more beholden to China through U.S. LNG exportation and solar, 

wind and battery elements produced overwhelmingly in China209 – that strip-mine Chile (and 

Africa) regarding their rare Earth minerals, and then sell back finished to the U.S or Europe.  

China is being set up to run the Earth for the next 75 years. And bluntly, Xi & company don’t care 

a single bit about the fake climate issue210,211, offering to “work on it” starting in 2030.212 

So much for “bipartisan” intelligence of CSIS regarding any transatlantic energy security.213 

 

 

China’s Coal Power dominance. 214 Meanwhile, U.S. supplies its vital LNG to their 
enemies, while putting regulatory burdens on for specific projects to goose prices.   



Glenfarne Acquisition Nexus 

 

Ownership stakes in Texas & Magnolia LNG as of March 25, 2022, 10 -K Report215 

 

Glenfarne Group was formed by Macquarie Group veteran Brendan Duval in 2011.216 His 

activities were uneventful on the LNG front for most of the 2010s. Instead, Duval worked on South 

American projects – buying up, or into, distressed assets for solar, wind, and hydro energy.  

Glenfarne Asset Company, LLC formalized through an SEC filing on March 19, 2015, obtaining 

$48,500,000 in the equity offering.217 While a considerable sum of money, this is nowhere near 

the needed financing to get in the game of owning and bringing forth a multi-billion-dollar LNG 

project. 

Enter JiaQi Bao & Natixis. JiaQi assistance was at the railhead of CEFC’s plans, offering Hunter 

advice. Particular, the who and whom to work with regarding deals. 

She wrote on January 8, 2018: 

“For instance, my family friend David Eldon, chairman of HSBC Middle East and board of 

director of Noble Group might be a person I think would worth your time to talk to.  Besides 

explor[ing] possibility for business collaboration, he might be a good conservationist with 

interesting ideas that might benefit our business.  Same thing with a couple of my other 

contacts in the energy sector, such as Joy Bhaswar of Natixis + my other Natixis contacts 

and friends.”218,219 [My emphasis.] 



Natixis is a French investment bank that operates under, “Groupe BPCE, the 2nd-largest banking 

group in France.”220 “Joy” is the nickname for Bhaswar Chatterjee, the “Managing Director, Co-

Head Americas Credit Syndicate at Natixis CIB Americas.”221,222 Mr. Chatterjee was promoted to 

this position via a Natixis announcement in 2016.223  

In late April 2023, Joy attended a Bank of China, USA celebration – “The event included a group 

of panelists featuring esteemed leaders in the Asian-Pacific American community…Chatterjee 

(Joy) Bhaswar, Managing Director and Co-head of Americas Credit Syndicate of Natixis, that 

spoke about…anti-Asian discrimination”224 – reflecting where JiaQi developed this relationship. 

China Daily reported on this as well.225 

The House Oversight Committee produced SARs that are controlled through the Bank of China. 

Bhaswar Chatterjee’s coziness to their USA outlet explains further JiaQi Bao’s suggestion.226 

 

~ 

July 12, 2018. Six months after this email suggested advice, Brendan’s Glenfarne Group utilized 

Natixis, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation227, and Apollo Global Management to secure 



$700M in debt financing for its subsidiary EnfraGen228 to develop Prime Energía SpA (“Prime 

Energía”)229 and Fontus Hydro, LLC (“Fontus Hydro”). These are the same entities Secretary 

of State Anthony Blinken took interest in very recently, meeting with Brendan Wolters, Glenfarne’s 

Head of Solar. 

 

EnfraGen, LLC. Structure as of December 2020 (Black & Veatch)  

 

Business Wire stated in July 2018 that, “SMBC and Natixis are acting as mandated lead 

arrangers and bookrunners for a $400 million syndicated senior secured loan to Prime Energía, 

with additional lenders expected to join the bank syndicate in the coming weeks. The Apollo 

Funds are providing EnfraGen with capital of up to $300 million to fund current operational and 

construction assets and future expansions.”230 



 

Black & Veatch December 2, 2020 Report  

Duval’s experience at Macquarie Group, based out of New York City, has a plausible early 

interaction made with Hunter’s China nascent dealmaking days. Albert Tse was at Macquarie 

Group (Beijing)231, where Tse discussed IPOs, meeting the Vice-Chairman of China, and his 

Australian travels in 2011.232 Tse married (and later divorced) former Australian PM Kevin Rudd’s 

daughter, Jessica.233 Duval and Tse Macquarie experience overlap by three years.234 



Rudd just became Australia’s Ambassador to the United States in March 2023.  Rudd’s most 

recent position: Both President and CEO at the Asia Society Institute.235 Fluent in Mandarin, Rudd 

wrote his doctoral thesis on: Xi Jinping and Marxist Nationalism.236 

Rudd is substantially known to all the “power” players operating on The Great Reset.237 

 

ECB Head Christine Lagarde, Word Bank Head Ajay Banga & former PM Kevin Rudd 238 

 

Tse knew well Jonathan Li, Hunter’s Bohai business partner239, while stationed in Beijing.240 Tse 

is among a privileged “princeling” class that invoke racism (against Asians – Tse was in Hong 

Kong until 1989) to demonize local populations in Australia and throughout the Western World.241 

Hunter Biden (as well as Duval) associates are fully bought into such demonizing. And their 

hypocrisy and, in Hunter’s case, father’s own past – tell the real story of who is the racist.  

Those that scream about it the most…are usually the most.  



 

Hunter’s friends in Beijing included Macquarie Capital & Aussie PM’s Son-in-law242 

 

Duval’s days at Macquarie were substantial – and Tse’s rise in Australia undoubtedly put him in 

the basket of people to know. (Tse worked for Rudd starting around 2000?) Duval’s lead director 

at Glenfarne is Vlad Bluzer. Bluzer is the managing financial director at Glenfarne243 with deep 

financial connects if SEC filings are accurate. (His brother Stan works at J.P. Morgan Chase 

(New York).244)  

From SEC filings:  

“Mr. Bluzer was an Associate Director at National Australia Bank’s Hong Kong and 

Shanghai offices, responsible for the provision of investment banking and funding 

solutions to the Asia Pacific real estate industry, having been instrumental in building 

National Australia Bank’s advisory and capital-raising capabilities in the region. Before 

relocating to Asia, Mr. Bluzer had a successful career with National Australia Bank’s 

Project Finance team based in Sydney, Australia, where he focused on the provision of 

non-recourse project financing for projects from all major industry sectors.”245
 

Hunter Biden, from 2010 to 2016, was routinely able to interact with the top names in investment 

banking and hedge funders. Case in point: Third Point LLC. 

April 12, 2019. Brendan Duval secures total rights to Texas LNG through a “change of control” 

from Third Point, LLC Holdings to Alder Midstream, LLC. Glenfarne operates Alder that controls 

Brownsville LNG Holdings LLC that in turn controls Texas LNG.246 (See diagram further below.) 



Hunter Biden sent and received numerous emails for seven years (2010-2016) to both of Third 

Point’s top executives. CEO Daniel Loeb and COO Josh Targoff discussed a range of topics with 

Hunter, from investments, Rosemont Realty (potentially), to Beau Biden and passport help for a 

key associate of Josh Targoff. During this time, Third Point occupied 390 Park Avenue – right 

across the street from Starr Companies & First Wall Street. This was true until at least September 

2017, and likely to the start of 2018, as they changed locations, moving out of mid-town.247 

 

A sample of Hunter Biden’s emails with Third Point LLC, former owner of Texas LNG 248 

 

 

Glenfarne’s EnfraGen financiers in Central and South America (Black & Veatch)  



 

 

The following is a timeline of various events that concern Glenfarne, Magnolia LNG, Texas LNG 

or international LNG maneuvers that involve those entities, directly, or indirectly, or Hunter Biden. 

February 13-14, 2017 

Hunter Biden’s associates meet with Ye Jianming in Miami just 24 days after Joe Biden leaves 

the Vice-Presidency. Within weeks, money flows into Robinson Walker, LLC. 

March 2017 

Project White Light, coordinated through Rick Niu of Starr Companies, is a 240-page agenda that 

is tied Xi’s Belt and Road Initiative through CEFC Energy infiltrating actions in nations worldwide. 

May 2017 

Jim and Hunter are requested at a meeting and offer help on securing education at Horace Mann 

and immigration later through Sara Biden in September 2017.249 

August 2017 

Hunter and Gongwen Dong ink their deal for 50% ownership, with Gongwen providing $5,000,000 

capital into Hudson West III.250, 251, 252, 253 

October through November 2017 

A host of Louisiana attorneys visited with Hunter, Jim, Gongwen Dong, Mervyn Yan about LNG 

deals in New York. Such were tied to LNG, regarding Magnolia and Texas LNG. 



Fall 2017 

K&L Gates Stacy Ettinger lobbies for Magnolia LNG. She worked for Senator Chuck Schumer 

and still lobbies directly (to him) for Magnolia, Texas and Glenfarne as late as 2023. 

January 2018 

JiaQi Bao reinvigorates LNG deals with specific contacts to HSBC & Natixis for Hunter Biden. 

February 24, 2018 

Hunter Biden calls a Hudson West III board meeting at Hallie Biden’s home.254,255 

 

Board Meeting potentially held at Hallie Biden’s home in Wilmington, DE. Beau Biden 
(deceased, is still listed on the real estate title documentation online.) 

 

March 2018 

Jim Biden and Hunter back pedal on their dealings with CEFC. Even as they took six and seven 

figures of cash.256  Notice the mentioning of Monkey Island LNG, as discussed above. Cathay 

Bank send $1,000,000 through Arkansas to Hunter’s long-time Well Fargo advisors.257 



 

Hunter gets indignant about the deal he signed willingly with Gongwen Dong (Kevin)  

 

June 2018 

Louisiana Natural Gas Exports, Inc. (LNGE) formed by Bill “Mardsen” Miller tied to Rick Perry and 

exporting through Poland into Ukraine LNG failed deal.  



Robert Bensh, related to Miller by marriage, was appointed to the Board of Naftogaz in Ukraine. 

Later, in October 2019, Miller’s past was used by Ukraine to pull out of sale of pipelines to export 

gas to Europe. Miller was furious and mentioned the Southern District of New York.258 (Time) 

Bensh knows of Brendan Duval, liking and commenting on his presentation regarding his pitch on 

Texas and Magnolia LNG tied to Ukraine exportation.259 

 

September 2019 

Global Energy Megatrend Ltd. formed by Bill Marsden Miller.260 (Hunter Biden’s email buddy.) 

Partners Group takes a 50% share in EnfraGen, LLC., subsidiary of Glenfarne Group. 

December 2019 

Glenfarne Group reorganizes their financing, adding Scotiabank and Davivienda for EnfraGen. 

February 2020 

LNG Limited (owner Magnolia LNG) loses their financial backing from First Wall Street Capital. 

LNG Limited states it has mere months of capital left. 

April 27, 2020 

Bill Miller’s Global Energy Megatrend Ltd. adds several board members including a UK House of 

Lord member. 

May 2020 

Magnolia LNG receives a winning bid from Global Energy Megatrend Ltd. Less than two weeks 

later, the deal was pulled, and Glenfarne Group’s Brendan Duval acquires Magnolia LNG for 

$2,000,000. 

June 2020 

Glenfarne begins corporate formation operations, received (or divvied out) an ownership piece to 

Glenfarne Sponsor, LLC., hidden inside a blind trust. 

 

https://time.com/5887230/rick-perry-deals-energy-ukraine/


August 5, 2020 

Glenfarne notes their proceeds from stock IPO will be deposited in a JP Morgan Chase account 

and will use Continental Stock Transfer & Trust Company.261 

Glenfarne adds board members. William C. Mack is located in Pennsylvania and has an 

interesting biography, with senior executive positions at: “El Paso Corporation, Coastal Power 

Company, where he was chief executive officer, and Covanta Energy.”262 Mack has a limited 

Twitter presence including interesting transgender follows.263 

December 2020 

David Wochner K&L Gates reports (in the lobbying tied to FERC processes) the sale of Magnolia. 

February 17, 2021 

Glenfarne Group forms Corporate Entity. 

Notes that S.D. of NY will be the jurisdiction for all claims brought. 

Greenberg & Traurig comments on this position. Greenberg & Traurig is key to Continental Trust 

transfers through a Miami, Florida located lawyer.  

April 2021 

IPO offering by Glenfarne, a SPAC company. 

March 2022 

Ownership reflects a 22.5% stake held by Glenfarne Sponsor, LLC. 

October 2022 

Glenfarne Energy Transition formed. 

December 8, 2022 

Hunter Biden appears in New York City. George Berges Art Gallery puts on “Haiku” by Hunter.264 

 

Hunter Biden’s Art Showing coincides with Glenfarne’s major corporate decisions. 265 

 



December 9, 2022 

Glenfarne News: board meeting set to dissolve and suspend trading of stock.266 

December 16-22, 2022 

Glenfarne reports that a $10.10 share price exists for 26,914,546 shares submitted to Continental 

Stock Transfer & Trust Company, and were redeemed on December 21, 2022. On December 22, 

2022, “339,716 public [additional] shares were delivered to the Company's transfer agent and 

were redeemed on December 22, 2022 at the same redemption price”.267 This equals: 

$275,268,046.20 for all the stock redeemed. Glenfarne Sponsor, LLC had a 22.5% stake in the 

company as of March 25, 2022 (end of year 2021) filing.268 This equals over $61.9M. 

February 14, 2023 

Last SEC filings by Glenfarne. 

March 23, 2023 

Last day by SEC filing for Glenfarne. 10 business days to settle with all shareholders – April 6th. 

April 6, 2023 

Hunter Biden’s art gallery showing in New York occurs on the 10th business day of the dissolution 

Glenfarne.269 

 

Hunter Biden does an Exhibit in New York exactly 10 days after Glenfarne Merger 
Corporation’s required dissolution 270 



 

April 7, 2023 

K&L Gates Susan Ettinger files lobbying documents for Glenfarne  

April 20, 2023 

Approval of Glenfarne-operated Texas LNG by FERC commission. 

Glenfarne public relations arms has stated that: 

1) $4 Billion potential build of Export LNG plant. 

2) A French company and Samsung Engineering supporting it. 

3) Mitsui finance this as in the July 2018 EnfraGen deal.  

 

 

Hunter, JiaQi Bao, Rick Niu, and CEFC are the central node for Project White Light, Hudson West 

III/V, and various dealings noted above. Rick Niu contacted Hunter out of the blue in 2018 and 

2019, long after White Light had been moved ahead with CEFC’s monetary largesse showered 

onto Hunter, Jim, and Sara Biden, et. al., and long after Rick was supposed to be invisible to the 

deal. 

Hunter’s emails with Rick Niu (Starr) and Eugene Sullivan at First Wall Street (FWS) establishes 

communication channels. Magnolia was held in FWS’s private financing portfolio – LNG Limited 

can attest to that.  



It is not hard to see that Bill Miller may have been merely a stopgap measure until a suitable, 

less-connected-to-Hunter suitor could be found. Miller certainly has connections to big time (law-

related) Louisiana-based people, going back to the 1980s. His conviction was in respect to that. 

Enter Glenfarne who we can surmise is not merely a per chance entry here. The connections 

through Macquarie, JP Morgan Chase and Australia into New York City makes this a very well-

kept secret network. Natixis is one node of entry.  

Rick Niu contacted Hunter one time each in 2018271 and 2019.272 Below is his 2019 email.  

Why? Joe Biden and running for President.273 

 

Who else contacted Hunter out of the blue? JiaQi Bao, four days later.274,275 

Hunter received advice on Biden versus Trump from JiaQi Bao. 

 

Then Hunter’s laptop quits working on St. Patrick’s Day. 

Natixis was a JiaQi suggestion. Natixis has been busy in this part of the energy market – but is 

that by a climate change, ESG choice, or at the urging of Chinese interests that have tentacles 



into energy companies? They can sell them all the “green energy” parts – while the CCP continue 

to use coal and fossil energy to superpower their economy, environmental damage, be damned. 

Hunter Biden is well-acquainted with Third Point. He had direct contact with a multi-billion-dollar 

hedge fund that held Texas LNG interests until April of 2019. This exit after five years (equity 

stake from 2014276) happened just weeks after Hunter Biden’s laptop breaks and 2 CCP contacts 

out of the blue. Then, his father entered the Presidential race before April 2019 ended.  

Greenberg & Traurig (G&T) was attached to Texas LNG. Glenfarne Group uses G&T in their SEC 

filings. Hunter Biden’s former investment, Rosemont Realty (2010-2015), according to Devon 

Archer (2011), had G&T “of counsel.”277  

Gemini Rosemont Commercial is still located in New York City at 200 Park Avenue South.278 

Ukraine is home to a host of U.S. “investments” – from 2014 to the present.  

Whether it is LNG Export, Burisma Holdings, Metabiota, Naftogaz, Velta, Ukraine, this is 

happening place for the USA. There is a high number of intelligence operations going there as 

well. Burisma put Bush era CIA Counterterrorism chief Joseph Cofer Black on their board in 

February 2017. Velta put former CIA director James Woolsey on its board in July 2019. 

Seems the CIA is never far from the action. 

Anthony Blinken trip to Chile got him in touch with Glenfarne subsidiaries. While Glenfarne’s 

Brendan Duval is talking to LA Senator Cassidy (where Magnolia LNG is located). 

CSIS has history with Hunter Biden on its board. 

~ 

Hunter is highly incentivized to get these assets into a New York-based energy-related company 

that can be controlled correctly by the “right” folks and tapped into by himself or his China 

buddies. 

And that is the hypothesis in the next section. 

  



New York Minute & Stock Trust Companies 

 

The following are two hypotheses on how Hunter Biden and/or CCP assets have ownership or 

recently cashed out their profits off the LNGs tied to Glenfarne. The proximity of places and 

entities Hunter and his Chinese friends live by, make this plausible. One admits they had never 

seen a “Sponsor, LLC.” ownership. But one is not a “Wall Street” guy. Since this all occurs in the 

Southern District of New York – one can see easily this will never be pursued for prosecution. 

 



Stock Trust Transfer 

Mervyn Yan lives in Brooklyn close by American Stock Transfer.279 Yan does his banking with JP 

Morgan Chase, like Glenfarne does. The verified stock certificates held in Continental by 

Glenfarne could be transferred (opaquely) to American by courier (and therefore, blindly) with the 

appropriate sign offs had through “The Sponsor” and Greenberg & Traurig. (Any SEC or Trust 

filings can be delayed. The SPAC entity ceased its business formation on March 23, 2023.) 

Hunter could have either received a slice off the nearly $62 million (22.5% of Glenfarne’s final 

dissolution); or split these deposits up into re-occurring installments as he desires it. 

Basically, a Stock Trust operates as a bank to drawn down from – starting all from a minimal 

investment in July 2020.280 (With assurances to greenlight all of the Duval’s deals in the U.S., 

et.al.) 

Yan would exploit the Georges Berges Art Gallery as the next step intermediary – which explains 

the art showings where Hunter’s paintings are shown. 

The Chinese would likely maintain their percentage in Duval’s deals, if they are jointly involved. 

Since Glenfarne is no longer a Publicly-traded company – their financials are now opaque; and no 

one will notice where this money went until many years later. (If even then.) 

COSCO ownership or Gemini Rosemont (former investment of Hunter Biden) 

The COSCO route is more complex – but not much. 

Gemini Rosemont Development partners with HSBC.281,282 HSBC is the bank of choice for “Kevin” 

Gongwen Dong and JiaQi Bao’s HSBC connections. 

 

One cannot confirm whether Hunter completely cash out of Rosemont Realty in early 2016. He 

was told about a final Share C transaction, but no follow-up email from Hunter exists.283 

However, on March 10, 2017, Eric Schwerin wrote regarding Hunter’s equity interests284: 

“If it comes up, per your question a couple of days ago, the following are all your equity 

interests you hold ultimately via Owasco, LLC. 

(They may pass through a couple other things too.) 



• Rosemont Seneca Advisors (which holds equity in Harves and Nevergole projects) 

• RSP Investments (BD) 

• BHR (once share transfer is complete) 

• Eudora (ePlata, CitizensRX, LineUp Media) 

• Tadich Grill 

• RSTP I, RSTP II Alpha and Bravo (this may be technically held 

• individually which is why I carved it out in agreement) 

• Equity Distribution Trust (Beau legal cases - likely finished) 

• Rosemont Realty 

• American Well285 

[My emphasis.] 

Gemini-Rosemont is actually owned by COSCO (China) through Hong Kong and lesser 

subsidiaries. The Chinese are excellent at masking ownership of U.S. asset companies through 

Shanghai and Hong Kong entities. Peter Schweizer has been on this for many years.286 

 

U.S. House show how Chinese operate their entities without anyone being the 
wiser.287 Thus showing how to add in new members and then ro ute through them. 

 

If Hunter did receive a piece of the action through ($55,000-$225,000 per painting)288, would this 

realty company buy up décor from Georges Berges?  

It wouldn’t be Hunter’s art, or would it?   



Glenfarne Sponsor, Who Owned It? 

 

 

This is the ultimate question to this intel report. One cannot ascertain that answer directly. But 

others can know that answer. First, Glenfarne Merger Corporation was formed as a SPAC.289 

Second, Glenfarne Sponsor, LLC SEC filings (GS) 290 noted a host of persons, outside Brendan 

Duval, that provided their Power of Attorney at the start of GS, on February 25, 2021.291 

• Brendan Duval 

• Greenberg & Traurig 

• Continental Stock Transfer & Trust 

• Alan I. Annex292 

• Jason T. Simon293 

• Brian N. Wheaton294 

• Spencer Cercone295 

• Tim Cory296 

• Sang Koo297 

 

Alan I. Annex practices for Greenberg & Traurig (GT) out of its HQ in Miami.298 Alan works on 

SPACs, M&A, and attended the World Economic Forum as a delegate in 2011.299 In previous 

SEC filings, Annex is listed, alongside his routine co-counsel, Jason T. Simon (from the VA 

office)300,301: 

“Greenberg Traurig, LLP, 1750 Tysons Boulevard, Suite 1000, McLean, VA 22102”302 

But it also appears (GT), with these two operating together, utilized the Met Life building at 200 

Park Avenue, New York, New York 10166.303 This reflects flexible filings based off the client they 

represent. Hunter knows the McLean area, getting quotes from Bowa on remodeling.304 

Spencer Cercone was of GT as well until March 2021, right after Glenfarne Merger Corporation 

was established. Cercone completed other key legal filings for Glenfarne. But his most interesting 



legal work came many years ago, working for the U.S. attorney’s office in Pittsburgh from June 

2008 through January 2010 and the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Office of 

International Affairs, during the summer of 2015, while Obama-Biden were in office.305 

Brian Wheaton is also a current GT shareholder, based out of New York, working on SPACs.306 

Tim Cory was formerly of GT’s New York office, and now works for Kirkland Ellis in Los 

Angeles.307 

Sang Koo was a summer intern at GT308, but now works for Baker McKenzie and lives in 

London.309 Koo was at Georgetown for a substantial amount of time, 2009-2020, after his 

education at Choate Rosemary Hall (ranked in the top five amongst the prestigious preparatory 

schools).310 However, it appears his full name is “Sang Won Koo” who is registered in New York 

for his law licensing.311 

Hunter Biden is very familiar with New York (and Miami) as the latter is where the CEFC dealings 

kicked off. His buddy Rob “John” Walker booked Hunter a stay at Nobu Hotel Miami Beach, 

Miami Beach for February 13-14, 2017.312 Biden’s Google notification notified him of this on 

February 12, 2017.313 Interesting, during this time frame, Hunter’s iPhone goes missing, traveling 

around Miami Beach up to North Miami before Chairman Ye attends the boat show.314  

Shortly thereafter, Hunter’s emails are populated with “available ladies” from Snap Candy and 

Cam Soda in the Miami area. These emails landed in his inbox until his laptop broke in 2019. 

~ 

An agreement made between the registrant and the sponsor had this key passage315: 

“This Letter Agreement shall be governed by and construed and enforced in accordance 

with the laws of the State of New York, without giving effect to conflicts of law principles 

that would result in the application of the substantive laws of another jurisdiction. The 

undersigned hereby (i) agrees that any action, proceeding or claim against him arising out 

of or relating in any way to this Letter Agreement shall be brought and enforced in the 

courts of the State of New York of the United States of America for the Southern District of 

New York, and irrevocably submits to such jurisdiction, which jurisdiction shall be exclusive 

and (ii) waives any objection to such exclusive jurisdiction and that such courts represent 

an inconvenient forum.” 

Greenberg’s Jason Simon responded to ask Glenfarne to amend/correct by-laws. 

In Glenfarne’s IPO, they noted that, “the net proceeds of this offering and the sale of the private 

placement units will be deposited into a U.S.-based trust account at J.P. Morgan Chase Bank, 

N.A. and, with Continental Stock Transfer & Trust Company, acting as trustee…The transfer 

agent for our common stock…is Continental Stock Transfer & Trust Company.”316 

Glenfarne Sponsor, LLC put in $25,000 on July 22, 2020.317 Their share of proceeds: $61.9M. 



Final Assessment 

While one can say, this is just a normal operation buying up available distressed assets and being 

positioned well inside the industry, others can ascertain that Hunter is connected to a substantial 

number of interests that interacted with these two LNG properties. 

Glenfarne’s massive uptick in debt financing ($700,000,000) mere months after JiaQi Bao was 

telling Hunter which contacts to make (Bhaswar Chatterjee), and where to make them (Natixis), 

was very fortuitous. Acquiring Texas LNG from Hunter’s friends at Third Point LLC alliance is also 

very well-timed. This happened just a month after JiaQi and Rick Niu reached out in March 2019.  

Thereafter, Magnolia LNG comes into Glenfarne’s hands through First Wall Street Capital pulling 

of LNG Limited’s financing. Bill “Marsden” Miller, recommended by the lawyer son of a former 

Louisiana Senator (who served with Joe Biden for 25 years) to Hunter Biden, comes in to win 

Magnolia, and backs out. Mardsen was a side kick of former Texas governor Rick Perry in 

Ukraine. And, just by chance, First Wall Street has heavy CIA connections to Ukraine. 

Glenfarne gets their second LNG property and rights to their technology as well. Both properties, 

since 2021, are moved along rapidly to a final investment to boost the U.S. export LNG market. 

This while other energy projects under the Biden administration are stalled, suffering or 

eliminated. One has to ask why this is. What is behind this preferential treatment? 

Brendan Duval LinkedIn posts – 2 of them – reflect again, Hunter connections. First to the CSIS 

organization about export LNG and energy security needed; and then, Secretary of State Anthony 

Blinken’s talk and photo op with Glenfarne’s second-tier subsidiaries while in Chile. Blinken, the 

driving force behind getting Joe Biden clear of Hunter’s laptop, urged 51 intelligence agents to 

disinform the U.S. population about the gravity and depravity on Hunter’s laptop. It worked. 

CEFC’s Project White Light never stopped. Hunter Biden, Jim Biden, Sara Biden, Rob Walker, 

and others took Chinese blood money in the many millions.318 This while the media kept the 

public busy with the Mueller investigation shenanigans that too costed many millions. 

The answer here turns on being able to ask (and get answered): 

Who owned 22.5% of Glenfarne Merger Corporation as the Glenfarne Sponsor? 

What legal avenue can be sought that will get that question answered? 

New York’s Southern District is a hot bed of corruption with substantial lawfare tactics deployed 

by people that are representatives of all U.S. Citizens, not just the ones that voted for them.  

But really, it is beyond that. 

 

We are seeing abhorrent disregard for Constitutional responsibilities by this President, and so 

many before him as well. And soon enough, if this persists, the lights will go out on this country 

permanently. 



Map of Locations 

 

 

Greenberg & Traurig and Wells Fargo must have an agreement. 

K&L Gates and White & Case locate near each other together as well. 
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